Century City
“By using RideAmigos Corp’s
Virtual TMO platform with arcGIS, Century City was able to not
only create an impact on its daily
commuters, but measure that impact
with visual representations we can
understand.”

Proving Significant Commuter Behavior
Change in LA’s largest Corporate Center
Case Study

Client: Century City Transportation Management
Organization (CCTMO)
Need: Comprehensive Platform for the CCTMO
Project Date: 2010 - present

Story and Goals

The Century City TMO is a private sector non-profit
organization formed to address, coordinate and help
implement cost effective transportation demand management programs to ease traffic congestion, meet
clean air requirements and improve access to, from
and within Century City. Evolving from the “traditional”
form of a TMO, which typically establishes a physical
office and staff, the TMO aimed to develop a one-stop,
all-in-one website where people can go to not only find
a carpool partner, vanpool, bus route, or bike path, but
get answers to all of their transportation questions. A
visionary, on-demand, self-service site which would:
• Reduce congestion coming in and our of Century
city daily
• Increase the use of carpooling, vanpooling, public
transit, walking, and biking
• Capture commute data to assess the success of
the program and provide to city planners for better
transportation planning

- Linda Lyles,
Century City TMO
Executive Director

Problem

Los Angeles has the worst traffic in the nation and more
than 44,000 employees travel to and from Century City
everyday.

Solution

RideAmigos Corp was contracted by the Century City
TMO in 2010 to create the nation’s first web-based,
multi-modal dashboard TDM system.
In order to provide the most compelling user interface,
RideAmigos leveraged Esri’s ArcGIS Online service to
display routes and points of interest on a richly interactive map. The customized website produces carpool,
vanpool and bicycle commuter matching, transit schedules, and multi-modal directions, giving commuters the
ability to find other people who have similar transportation needs along a similar route. The system is secure
and provides a friendly, contemporary, commuter interface - a requirement in order to provide articulately engineered trip matching between drivers and passengers,
real-time transit trip plans, commuter/ employer/agency
usage tracking with emission/cost/health benefit calculations, administration of incentive programs, customized employer or regional programs and highly-detailed
reporting. (continue on next page)

RideAmigos’ multi-modal journey planner simultaneously compares walking, biking, driving, public transit, and carpooling/vanpooling
options, all sorted by company, building, city,
and region. Each choice displays the cost - time
- CO2 - health benefit analysis of each mode,
educating the user on the most effective mode
for their specific commute. The system is complimented by a personal commute dashboard,
which tracks, manages, and records these trips
for commuters, employers, and municipalities,
and provides an incentive module for monthly
competitions. By educating the commuter with
creative tools, the system assists in the behavior change necessary for commuters to adopt
an alternative mode of transportation more often (i.e. anything but driving alone).
The platform offers a unique incentive program by
blending human desires to “do the right thing” with aspiration for achievement. For example, a community of
registered users is educated on the environmental and
health benefits of their transit options. Each option is
assigned points based on a tiered system (e.g., biking
to work provides higher points than carpooling). Users
that accumulate the highest points over the course of a
given period are awarded with free bikes, food; transit
passes etc. by a community of local supporters (e.g.,
government, businesses non profits etc.). Companies
that have employees participating in the platform can
also provide internal reward programs to encourage alternate transit use.

Results

In May of 2011, the platform began its unique incentive
system, and has shown promising results. The platform
reported 88 solo trips by platform users at program inception. Over a six- month period, solo trips decreased
on average nearly 45 percent, with only 34 users reporting driving alone in the month of October.

Conversely, program participants on average increase
their use of alternative modes of transportation by over
500 percent during the six -month period. Most of this
increase came from the use of public transit and carpooling, with a 385 percent increase on average from
carpooling alone .
2012 provided clear evidence that providing multi-modal choices, as compared to disparate marketing campaigns for individual modes of transportation, helps to
change commuter behavior. In 2012
•
•
•
•
•
•

1,300 active members (73% increase from 2011)
218,000 pounds of CO2 have been averted by commuters using alternative transportation (772% increase from 2011)
27,400 trips have been logged using alternative transportation in 2012 (665% increase from 2011)
Eliminated an average of 52.5 cars off the road per
day
990,000 calories have burned by bikers and walkers
537,000 Vehicle Miles Averted!!!

“The concept
of aggregating transportation options by connecting regional systems
and local offerings is a forward
thinking and necessary initiative”
- Century City Transportation Management
Organization

This 2012 “Trips by Miles” graph illustrates the effects of competitions on the psyche of the commuter, as
well as the positive results of active employer outreach and user engagement.

